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1. Plug in the power cable
2. Plug in the DSL cable
3. Get surfing!

1

ON/OFF

First plug in the power supply
and switch on the box.

2

Plug one end of the DSL
cable into the gray “DSL” port
on the box. Plug the other
end into the phone wall jack.

The plug of the DSL
cable does not fit into
the phone jack? Use
the adapter included.

3
DECT

Plugged everything in? If the symbols
light up as shown here, you’re now online. This can take up to 10 minutes.

Now connect your devices to both networks (2.4 and 5
GHz). You can find the related information on the bottom
of the box.
For more help, visit www.sunrise.ch/sib-4
There is an even easier way: Scan the QR code with your
mobile camera/QR scanner app to get to the instructions.
If something doesn’t work quite right: You can find help
and Tips & Tricks on the back.

What should I do?
I’ve plugged everything in as instructed
and still don’t have any internet.
Have you received the activation
confirmation? Did you plug the
DSL cable into the gray “DSL” port
on the box?

I can’t find my Wi-Fi (WLAN) login data.
You can find the network name (SSID) for 2.4 and
5 GHz and the password on the bottom of the box
or on the enclosed sticker. This sticker has a QR
code on it to scan and being quickly connected.

The LEDs are not lit up.
Have you correctly plugged in the
power cable? Is there any power
coming from the outlet? Have you
pressed the ON/OFF button?
The plug of my phone does not
fit into the Sunrise Internet Box.
Use the adapter
included.

For more instructions, visit
www.sunrise.ch/sib-4
There is an even easier
way: Scan the QR code
with your mobile camera/
QR scanner app to get to
the instructions.

Tips&Tricks
Meaning of LEDs:
DECT

DSL/fiber connected

You can dim the LEDs. Briefly press both
buttons simultaneously on top of the box.

Stand your box upright
and install it as centrally as possible. To
ensure that you get the
best overall reception,
do not place the box in
a cabinet or too close
to an aquarium.

DECT phone connected

Internet connected

Phone number ok

Configuring – do not touch

Second phone number ok

TV service configured

Wi-Fi (WLAN) 2.4 GHz

USB device connected

Wi-Fi (WLAN) 5 GHz

To customise your box, simply
open the configuration page in
your browser.
http://sunrise.box
http://192.168.1.1
The password is on the bottom
of your Sunrise Internet Box.

Included in delivery

DSL adapter

Power cable

LAN cable
(CAT 5e)

Phone
adapter

Sunrise Internet Box

Here is an overview of what is included in the delivery.
Please only use the included parts for the installation.
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DSL cable

